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Abstract—In self-driving, standalone GPS is generally con-
sidered to have insufficient positioning accuracy to stay in lane.
Instead, many turn to LIDAR localization, but this comes at
the expense of building LIDAR maps that can be costly to
maintain. Another possibility is to use semantic cues such
as lane lines and traffic lights to achieve localization, but
these are usually not continuously visible. This issue can be
remedied by combining semantic cues with GPS to fill in the
gaps. However, due to elapsed time between mapping and
localization, the live GPS frame can be offset from the semantic
map frame, requiring calibration. In this paper, we propose a
robust semantic localization algorithm that self-calibrates for
the offset between the live GPS and semantic map frames by
exploiting common semantic cues, including traffic lights and
lane markings. We formulate the problem using a modified
Iterated Extended Kalman Filter, which incorporates GPS and
camera images for semantic cue detection via Convolutional
Neural Networks. Experimental results show that our proposed
algorithm achieves decimetre-level accuracy comparable to
typical LIDAR localization performance and is robust against
sparse semantic features and frequent GPS dropouts.
I. INTRODUCTION
In autonomous driving applications, semantic maps have
proven to be an invaluable component for most self-driving
cars. They provide important prior knowledge of the sur-
rounding environment, including the locations of drivable
lanes, traffic lights, and traffic signs, as well as the traffic
rules. This information is crucial for real-time behavioural
planning of the vehicle under various traffic scenarios.
In order to effectively utilize semantic maps, the vehicle
must be localized in the map frame down to decimetre
accuracy. This proves to be challenging for the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS), where even the best corrected version
of GPS is generally considered inadequate in achieving the
required accuracy consistently. Furthermore, GPS suffers
from signal dropouts in situations such as inside tunnels
or in dense urban environments. In light of these issues,
many self-driving systems have adopted LIDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) localization methods, which require
the construction of LIDAR maps prior to driving in a certain
area. LIDAR localization has demonstrated great success in
satisfying the stringent requirements of autonomous driving
[1]–[3], but this comes at the cost of building detailed
Figure 1. Vehicle localization using uncalibrated GPS (left) compared to
our approach (right). The red lines are the projected lane boundaries from
the semantic map. Our approach is able to self-calibrate for the GPS-to-
map offset and achieve alignment between the observed lane markings and
the projected lane boundaries [4].
geometric models of the world and keeping them up to date
solely for the purpose of localization. Moreover, because the
autonomous driving system, and in particular the planning
component, ultimately requires the vehicle’s location with
respect to the semantic map, it requires the additional step
of aligning the LIDAR maps with the semantic maps.
An alternative to LIDAR localization is to directly take
advantage of the semantic maps for localization, which
the self-driving vehicle already utilizes for path planning
and behavioural decision making. Through the detection of
semantic cues (e.g., in the vehicle’s camera images) that are
also present in the semantic maps, the vehicle location can be
inferred. A major downside of such an approach is that these
semantic cues are fairly sparse and not always present in
enough numbers to ensure reliable localization. A potential
solution is to adopt a hybrid approach that combines GPS
and semantic cues. However, a new problem arises: the
offset between the semantic map frame and the GPS frame,
in which the vehicle position is reported, must be known
accurately before fusing the two sources of information.
This offset is a common issue and emerges because the
semantic maps are aligned to the global frame using GPS
data gathered at a different time/day than when the live
drive occurs. Therefore, due to different positioning of the
satellites in the sky and varying atmospheric conditions [5],
there will be a map offset requiring calibration such that
the GPS frame aligns with the semantic map frame. Manual






















As an illustrative example, aUToronto, the team that won
the self-driving competition by SAE International in 2019
[4], experienced an uncalibrated GPS-to-map offset in the
magnitude of a few metres, which was corrected manually
just in time for the competition run, see Figure 1.
To address these challenges, we propose a robust local-
ization algorithm that integrates GPS and semantic cues
while performing self-calibration of the offset between the
GPS and semantic map frames. By folding the offset into
our state estimation, we can properly fuse the two sources
of information while benefitting from both. For this work,
we assume detection of semantic cues using a front-facing
monocular camera, and formulate the localization problem
as a modified Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF),
which improves upon the linearization of EKF. The system
architecture is summarized in Figure 2.
The proposed approach has minimal computational impact
because GPS is low-cost to process, and common semantic
cues such as lane markings and traffic lights are already
tracked for the purpose of vehicle behavioural planning,
so the added cost of using them is also low. The result
is an accurate and robust self-driving localization pipeline
that uses GPS to fill in the gaps between sparse semantic
observations, avoids the need for expensive maps specifically
for localization, and relies on features in the environment
that are actively maintained and designed to be highly
visible. Experimental results in an urban environment using
the Carla simulator [6] as well as on a real-world dataset
collected by aUToronto during the SAE AutoDrive compe-
tition show that we are able to achieve 3 cm lateral and 5 cm
longitudinal accuracy on average, and also maintain similar
performance with frequent GPS dropouts.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
the related work on vehicle localization. Section III describes
the preprocessing required for the semantic cues. Section IV
presents the mathematical formulation of the localization
algorithm. Section V provides the experimental results.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
1) LIDAR Localization: One of the most popular local-
ization approaches in self driving is LIDAR localization [7]–
[10]. By constructing a database of the detailed geometry of
the environment in advance, localization can be achieved
using a point cloud registration algorithm, which matches
the LIDAR scans against the database at test time. Because
the localization performance greatly depends on the accuracy
of the database in capturing the ever-changing appearance
of the world, the database needs to be frequently updated.
In response, many have developed algorithms that extract
features that are more invariant to environmental changes
in the LIDAR data [11]–[13]. More recently, [14] proposed
a novel learning-based approach that directly takes LIDAR





















Figure 2. System architecture of our proposed localization pipeline. The
camera image is passed through the lane and traffic light detectors. The
data association step finds the correspondences between detection results
and the semantic map projected into the image space. The results of the
data association are then fused with GPS and wheel encoders in a modified
IEKF to produce the final localization output.
in various driving scenarios. While these methods help
mitigate the impact of outdated LIDAR database, they do
not fundamentally address the issue of needing to maintain
a separate database solely for localization.
2) Semantic Localization: Semantic localization exploits
various common roadside semantic cues present in the
semantic maps to achieve vehicle localization. In contrast to
LIDAR localization, this method conveniently makes use of
the same semantic maps already required by the autonomous
vehicle for planning purposes. Therefore, no maintenance of
a separate database of the environment is required. Among
the various types of semantic cues, lane markings are most
commonly utilized because they are abundant and provide
important clues that keep the vehicle in the correct lane [15]–
[19]. However, since lane markings tend to run parallel to
the vehicle heading, the longitudinal localization accuracy is
usually worse than lateral accuracy. Besides lane markings,
other types of semantic cues have been exploited as well,
including stop lines [20], [21], other road markings [22]–
[24], traffic lights [25], [26], and traffic signs [27]–[30]. A
common issue that all types of semantic cues suffer from is
sparsity. In response, approaches that combine multiple types
of semantic cues have been proposed, most of which include
lane markings in combination with traffic lights or traffic
signs [31]–[33]. Many of the semantic localization papers
referenced in this section have incorporated GPS into their
localization pipelines, but none of them addressed a possible
offset between GPS and semantic map frames due to reasons
discussed above, presumably because the GPS offset has
been manually corrected prior to experiments. However, as
experienced by aUToronto, manual GPS calibration is often
unreliable, and can lead to localization failures [4].
3) GPS Calibration with Semantic Cues: In this work,
the GPS measurements are regarded as reporting the vehicle
positions with respect to a GPS frame, which is at an offset
from the semantic map frame. Alternatively, we can treat
the GPS as if it directly reports the vehicle position in the
semantic map frame, but with a systematic bias. Some prior
works took this fact into account when developing their
semantic localization pipelines. For instance, [34] simply
modelled the GPS errors as a random constant since the
change in the GPS bias is small. A more sophisticated model
utilizing autoregressive process such as a random walk was
shown by [35] to achieve superior performance compared
to the random constant model, and was similarly adopted
by [36] and [37]. All of these approaches only adopted road
markings as the semantic cues. While our approach is similar
in spirit to these papers, there are also notable differences,
including the addition of traffic lights as part of the semantic
cues, and their detections using Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs). Furthermore, we formulate the localization
problem in 3D, process the semantic cue detection results
directly in the image space rather than in bird’s-eye view, and
ensure robust localization against frequent GPS dropouts.
III. SEMANTIC CUE PREPROCESSING
1) Semantic Map: Our localization algorithm utilizes a
lightweight HD semantic map that consists of a lane graph
and traffic light locations. A lane graph is a set of polylines
that defines all the lane boundaries of the road network.
It corresponds to visually distinctive lane markings, which
can be easily identified in a camera image. The traffic lights
are treated as point landmarks with the coordinates of their
centres recorded in the semantic map. In this work, we
assume the semantic map has been provided.
2) Traffic Light Detection: Traffic lights appear regularly
at road intersections and provide useful information for
longitudinal localization. A traffic light CNN detector [38]
outputs bounding boxes that locate traffic lights in the
camera images. The centre of each bounding box is then
obtained as the observed point landmark of a traffic light.
To filter out false detections, only bounding boxes with a
high confidence level are included for localization.
Before the traffic light detections can be made useful
for localization, a data association scheme must first be
devised to correctly associate the detections in the image
with corresponding traffic lights in the semantic map. This is
achieved by first projecting the locations of all nearby traffic
lights in the semantic map to the image space using the
estimated vehicle position. We then apply Iterative Closest
Point followed by nearest neighbour to obtain the desired
associations. Detections that have no nearby associations
within a certain distance threshold are identified as outliers
and discarded. Figure 3 illustrates the results of the traffic
light data association process.
3) Lane Marking Detection: Lane markings are one of
the most common type of semantic cues that primarily help
with lateral localization. A lane marking CNN detector [39]
produces a mask of the camera image that classifies each
pixel as lane marking with a probability. A binary mask
is then obtained by applying a probability threshold. Only
the bottom portion of the mask, where the lane markings
Figure 3. Data association process of traffic lights and lane markings.
The red lines and points are known positions of semantic cues projected
into the image using the estimated vehicle position; the blue points are
semantic cue detections; and the green lines indicate the matching results.
A few incorrect matches of outlier lane pixels can be observed on the right
due to their proximity to a projected lane line.
are closer to the vehicle and can be clearly identified,
is retained. The resulting image coordinates of the pixels
classified as lane markings are then evenly subsampled to
reduce computational burden.
The data association process for lane markings also begins
by projecting all nearby lane lines from the semantic map to
the image space. Next, the subsampled lane pixels are each
matched to their closest projected lines. Outlier lane pixels
without nearby matches are discarded. Figure 3 demonstrates
the lane marking matching results. Given all the lane pixels
matched to each projected line, a straight line is fitted using
least squares in image space. Finally, data association is
obtained between the pairs of fitted lines from lane marking
detection and projected lines from the semantic map.
IV. VEHICLE LOCALIZATION
A. Problem Setup
We formulate the semantic localization problem with GPS
offset by first discretizing the time denoted by subscript k.
There are three reference frames. F−→M is the semantic map
frame, F−→V,k is attached to a moving vehicle, and F−→G,k is
the GPS frame, which is at an offset from F−→M . We then
have three corresponding transformation matrices between
the frames. TV G,k ∈ SE(3) is the GPS measurement of
the pose of vehicle, TGM,k ∈ SE(3) is the GPS-to-map
offset, which needs to be estimated for self-calibration, and
TVM,k ∈ SE(3) is the pose of vehicle with respect to
the semantic map, which we ultimately desire. Figure 4
illustrates the described problem setup. At time step k, the
j-th semantic cue, P j , detected by the onboard camera has
the pixel coordinates, pjI,k, as well as its known location
in the map frame, pjM ∈ R3, obtained from the semantic
map. Using TVM,k, we can transform and project the known
location, pjM , to the image space and obtain the reprojection



























Figure 4. Definition of reference frames for the localization problem with
semantic cues and offset between GPS and semantic map frames.
We adopt the mathematical notations from [40]. Notably,











∈ R4×4, ρ,φ ∈ R3, (1)





 0 −φ3 φ2φ3 0 −φ1
−φ2 φ1 0
 . (2)
B. Process and Observation Models
1) Vehicle Dynamics Process Model: We adopt the white-
noise-on-acceleration model [41], which also estimates the






$k = $k−1 + w$, (4)
where ∆tk = tk − tk−1 is the time interval, and wVM ,
w$ ∈ R6 are zero mean Gaussian process noises for vehicle
pose and velocity, respectively. As formulated in [41], wVM

























where the tunable parameter QC ∈ R6×6 is a diagonal ma-
trix with non-zero values in its first and last diagonal entries
corresponding to the vehicle’s translational and rotational
accelerations in the vehicle frame, which are along the x-
axis (tangential to its motion) and about the z-axis (normal
to the ground plane), respectively.
2) GPS Offset Process Model: The GPS-to-map offset,
which very gradually varies over time, is modelled as a
random walk. This is a convenient way to handle the




where wGM ∼ N (06×1,QGM ) is the process noise.
3) GPS Observation Model: In this work, a GPS mea-
surement refers to a preprocessed quantity that is a three-
dimensional transformation matrix TV G,k with three degrees
of freedom each in position and orientation. This is the
output of commercial GPS-based localization solutions such
as Applanix POS LV, which integrates GPS and IMU
information. The observation model of GPS measurement,
TV G,k, is





where the measurement noise is nV G ∼ N (06×1,RV G).
4) Traffic Light Observation Model: For the j-th traffic
light pixel measurement, the observation model is simply
pjI,k = g(p
j
M ,TVM,k) + nlight, (8)
where g(·) projects the known traffic light location pjM from
semantic map to image space of the onboard camera given
vehicle pose estimation, TVM,k. The pixel measurement
noise nlight ∼ N (02×1,Rlight) is assumed to be Gaussian.
5) Lane Marking Observation Model: Using the data
association process described in Section III-3, we obtain lane
marking observations as straight lines in the image space,
which can each be represented by two distinct points on
the line. For the j-th observed line, the points are selected





. The observation model for the corresponding










where `jM is the known lane line from the semantic map, and
f(·) produces the horizontal pixel coordinates given yjI . The
associated measurement noise is nlane ∼ N (02×1,Rlane).
6) Wheel Encoders Observation Model: The onboard
wheel encoders provide measurements on the vehicle’s lon-
gitudinal velocity, vk, and angular velocity, ωk, in yaw.
Wheel encoders are included to improve robustness against





= h$($k) + n$, (10)
where h$(·) extracts the corresponding vehicle velocities
from $k, and the noise term is n$ ∼ N (02×1,R$).
7) Pseudo-Measurement Observation Model: Some
pseudo-measurements are introduced by leveraging the
fact that the vehicle always stays on the ground, which is
assumed to be the xy-plane of the map frame. Therefore,
its elevation, roll, and pitch are all soft-constrained to
zero with respect to the map. This effectively reduces the
localization problem down to a 2D space while maintaining
the problem formulation in 3D. Additionally, we assume
that the rear wheels do not slip sideways, thus the lateral
vehicle velocity is also near zero. The observation models
of the pseudo-measurements are straightforward:
upseudo = hu(TVM,k,$k) + nu, (11)
where u is elevation, roll, or pitch of the vehicle with respect
to the map frame, or lateral velocity in the vehicle frame.
hu(·) extracts the corresponding quantity from the current
vehicle pose and velocity estimations. The corresponding
pseudo-measurement noise is nu ∼ N (0, ru), with small
ru to effectively constraint each quantity.
C. Modified IEKF Formulation
1) Prediction Step: The prediction step follows the stan-
dard IEKF formulation by jointly estimating the vehicle
pose, velocity, and GPS offset using the process models (3),




$̌k = $̂k−1, (13)
ŤGM,k = T̂GM,k−1, (14)








where Fk is the combined Jacobian matrix of the linearized
process models (3), (4), and (6) at time step k.
2) Correction Step: The iterative correction step of IEKF
is modified by replacing it with a batch optimization formu-
lation with time window size of one (the current time step)
















are the prior and measurement cost terms, respectively. The
prior errors, ev,k, are computed using the predicted means,
ŤVM,k, $̌k, and ŤGM,k, from the prediction step (12),
(13), and (14). This encourages a consistent trajectory that
respects the vehicle dynamics between the estimated poses.
The overall measurement cost term Jy is a sum of the cost
terms derived from the sensor measurements, including GPS
(7), semantic cues (8)(9), wheel encoders (10), and pseudo-
measurements (11). For the i-th measurement, eiy,k is the
measurement error and Ri is the associated observation
covariance matrix: RV G, Rlight, Rlane, R$, or ru.
In order to minimize the impact of bad data association
of semantic cues, a Cauchy M-estimator is deployed [42].
For each semantic cue measurement cost term in (17), Ri−1









a reasonably well initialized vehicle position, this scheme
effectively prevents localization failures by scaling down the
importance of outliers, which produce large measurement
errors, via the associated Yik
−1.
The cost function, J , is optimized using the Gauss-
Newton method. In each iteration, we first obtain the
combined Jacobian matrices, Ek and Gk, after linearizing
the error terms, ev,k and eiy,k, about the operating point,
xop = {T̂VM,op,k, $̂op,k, T̂GM,op,k}. We then substitute
the linearized error terms into the cost function and set

























where δx∗ is the optimal perturbation, and Rk is a block
diagonal matrix that combines all Ri and Yik. Solving for
δx∗, we update the operating point as follows:
T̂VM,op,k ← exp((δξ∗VM,k)∧)T̂VM,op,k, (19)
$̂op,k ← $̂op,k + δ$∗k, (20)
T̂GM,op,k ← exp((δξ∗GM,k)∧)T̂GM,op,k. (21)
Finally, the results of the correction step, T̂VM,k, $̂k, and
T̂GM,k, are output after convergence. The corresponding
covariance is computed as P̂k = (Apri + Ameas)−1 from
the last iteration.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Quantitative simulations were carried out to verify the
method using the Carla simulator [6]. We also gathered
anecdotal results from a real-world dataset to validate the
feasibility of our approach in reality.
A. Parameter Tuning
Our localization pipeline involves numerous parameters,
including the outlier distance threshold in data association,
and matrices related to the state estimator. In the process
models, QC is associated with the state covariance of
vehicle pose and velocity, and QGM affects the magnitude
of the random walk of GPS frame. The observation noise
parameters consist of RV G, Rlight, Rlane, R$, and ru that
are associated with GPS, traffic light, lane markings, wheel
encoders, and pseudo-measurements, respectively. These pa-
rameters are manually tuned by initializing them with rea-
sonable values, followed by adjustments to achieve optimal
performance evaluated on a validation dataset generated
from Carla.
B. Carla Simulation
Our localization algorithm was first tested using Carla, an
autonomous driving simulator [6]. In particular, the experi-
ments were conducted using the map “Town10HD”, which
offers a photorealistic urban driving environment and a
perfect semantic map. The benefit of using a simulator is the
availability of ground truth, which simplifies the analysis of
localization results. Due to Carla not supporting an offset in
GPS measurements, we instead manually injected one with
2 m in both longitude and latitude. The time-dependency of
Figure 5. Vehicle path of Carla simulation with total length of roughly
1 km. The ground truth path is compared with results from uncalibrated
GPS and our proposed approach. One of the turns is zoomed in to show
that the estimated path using our approach very closely overlap with the
ground truth path, while the uncalibrated GPS path significantly diverges
from it.
the offset is ignored since it is negligible in the duration of
a simulation run. With this setup, the simulation data was
obtained from roughly 1 km of driving. The vehicle path
comparing ground truth with our method and uncalibrated
GPS is shown in Figure 5.
1) Localization Results: The longitudinal, lateral, and
heading localization errors computed using ground truth
are summarized in Table I. Our proposed method achieves
highly accurate results with a median longitudinal error of
0.053 m, a median lateral error of 0.031 m, and a median
heading error of 0.004 radians. When shown as a histogram
in Figure 6, we observe that the longitudinal errors have a
larger spread than lateral errors, and the vehicle heading
always remains very accurate. This is in line with our
expectations since lane markings, the most abundant type of
semantic cues, only provide lateral and heading corrections.
In contrast, longitudinal corrections offered by traffic lights
are only available around road intersections.
2) GPS Offset Estimation: Being the key motivation for
developing the proposed localization algorithm, achieving
accurate estimation of the GPS-to-map offset is crucial. The
blue line in Figure 7 shows the GPS offset estimation error.
Starting from a poor initial guess, our localization algorithm
successfully refines the estimates and drops the error down to
just a few centimetres, with no manual calibration required.
3) GPS Dropouts: To evaluate the robustness of our
localization algorithm, we introduced periodic GPS dropouts
lasting for 30 seconds in every 60-second interval, i.e., half
of the GPS measurements are lost. Under such conditions,
the proposed approach is still able to achieve accurate
estimation of the GPS offset as shown by the orange line
in Figure 7, albeit at a slower pace. Furthermore, the
localization results are shown in Figure 6 and summarized
in Table I. Compared to the scenario without any GPS
Table I
CARLA LOCALIZATION ACCURACY WITH & WITHOUT GPS DROPOUTS
Experimental Scenarios
No Dropouts GPS Dropouts
Errors Median 95% 99% Median 95% 99%
Longitudinal (m) 0.053 0.145 0.185 0.069 0.370 0.504
Lateral (m) 0.031 0.104 0.172 0.032 0.158 0.270
Heading (rad) 0.004 0.014 0.025 0.004 0.015 0.028
dropout, we observe virtually no increase in the median
lateral and heading errors largely due to frequent occurrences
of lane markings, which keep the vehicle in the correct
lane. This highlights the importance and effectiveness of
lane markings as a crucial type of semantic cues in semantic
localization. On the other hand, there is a significant decline
in performance over the worst case scenario in terms of
longitudinal error, where it increases from 0.185 m to
0.504 m. This can be attributed to the infrequent appearance
of traffic lights, which help with longitudinal localization,
when road intersections are not nearby. In this case, the vehi-
cle can only rely on wheel odometry for relative localization
during GPS dropouts, which accumulates longitudinal errors.
Nevertheless, the localization accuracy is still acceptable for
autonomous driving. This demonstrates the robustness of
our proposed approach against frequent GPS dropouts by
leveraging semantic cues.
C. Real-World Experiments
Unfortunately, the vast majority of the publicly available
self-driving datasets do not provide semantic maps. Those
that do all lack other components necessary for our experi-
ments. For instance, nuScenes dataset does not provide raw
GPS data [43]. Therefore, to demonstrate real-world feasi-
bility, experiments are conducted using aUToronto’s dataset
collected during the SAE AutoDrive competition where the
incident of uncalibrated GPS occurred [4]. However, due
to the lack of localization ground truth in the dataset for
comparison, this will only serve as anecdotal results to
verify the effectiveness of our approach. Figure 1 provides a
side-by-side comparison of a snapshot of the camera image
overlaid with projection of the lane boundaries from the
semantic map, which indicates the estimated location of the
vehicle with respect to the map. Visually, we see that the
GPS data is unusable on its own while our approach is able
to self-calibrate for the GPS offset and has the projected lane
boundaries well aligned with the lane markings to achieve
accurate localization.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a method capable of lo-
calizing an autonomous vehicle while self-calibrating for
an offset between GPS and semantic map frames. This is
achieved by using a lightweight semantic map containing
locations of lane boundaries and traffic lights, which are
complementary in correcting for lateral and longitudinal
Figure 6. Histograms of longitudinal (top), lateral (middle), and heading
(bottom) localization errors of Carla simulation comparing scenarios with
and without GPS dropouts.
position of the vehicle. These semantic cues are detected
via a monocular camera and integrated with GPS and wheel
encoders. Our approach is evaluated using Carla simulator,
which demonstrates robustness against GPS dropouts in
addition to achieving decimetre-level accuracy. The real-
world feasibility of our approach is also validated with a
dataset collected by an vehicle with a GPS not calibrated to
the semantic map. Next steps include the addition of other
types of semantic cues to decrease the gap between semantic
cue observations due to sparsity, as well as the closed-loop
implementation of our semantic localization system on an
autonomous vehicle.
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